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Soprano Roberta Peters to appear in concert
Roberta Peters, The Metro
politan Opera's soprano star, will
appear here at Taylor University
in Maytag Gymnasium, Wednes
day, Nov. 18, at 8:15 p.m.
General admission tickets are
free with an I.D., and reserved
tickets are $1 with an I.D. Tickets
must be picked up in the music
office in order to obtain the
special rate. The regular price
will be charged at the door, re
served $3, general admission, $2.
Miss Peters made her sensa
tional Metropolitan Opera debut
when she was barely twenty and
the same year embarked on her
first tour under the management
of S. Hurok. She is currently mak
ing her 19th tour.
Miss Peters holds the record
for any individual in number of
appearances on the "Ed Sullivan
Show." She has been featured on
"The Telephone Hour," "Holly
wood Palace," "Jack Benny
Show," and many others.
She was awarded the honorary
degree of Doctor of Letters from
Elmira College, a distinction
granted by the institution to only
two other performing artists—
Helen Hayes and Katherine Cor
nell, and an Honorary Doctor of
Music Degree from Ithaca Col
lege. Debut at the Met is the
title of her recently published
book, written in collaboration

vyith Louis Biancolli.
Miss Peters will visit more
than thirty cities on her current
tour in addition to spending
several weeks at the Metropoli
tan Opera and in Europe. Next
fall under the Cultural Exchange
Program, she will return to the
Soviet Union where, in 1960, she
was rapturously received during
the crisis over the breakup of
the Summit Conference.
Miss Peters was born in New
York's Bronx and attended Public
School 64 and Wade Junior High
School. She began taking voice
lessons from the noted voice
teacher William Hermann. After
her graduation from junior high
school, she was privately tutored
in languages, ballet, and dra
matics, as well as in singing.
After six years of work and in
tensive study, Roberta, still in her
teens, saw a childhood dream be
gin to take concrete form. S.
Hurok, came to her teacher's
studio. Mr. Hurok heard her sing
and promptly signed her to a
contract, although the young
artist had never appeared pro
fessionally anywhere.
An audition for the Metropoli
tan Opera and a contract fol
lowed. Although scheduled to
make her debut as the Queen of
the Night in "The Magic Flute"'
in January, 1951, Miss Peters
suddenly found herself, with

by Jean Yates
only a few hours notice, and
with no previous experience be
fore an audience, catapulted into
fame. She was- suddenly called
upon to substitute for an ailing
artist as Zerlina in "Don Gio
vanni,"
Since that time Miss Peters
has consistently added to the lau
rels bestowed upon her by critics.
During the first five years she
was lauded for her debuts as
"Lucia di Lammermoor," Adele
in "Die Fledermaus," Zerbinetta
in "Ariadne auf Nacos," and for
her Mozartian triumphs as Zer
lina, the Queen of the Night in
"The Magic Flute," Susanna in
"The Marriage of Figaro," and
Despina in "Cosi Fan Tutte."
In April, 1955, Miss Peters be
came Mrs. Bertam Fields, wife of
a New York hotel executive.
Since then she has had two sons,
Paul Adam, born in April, 1957,
and Bruce Eric, born in Decem
ber, 1959.
This season Miss Peters is add
ing a new dimension to her ca
reer by appearing in several con
certs with the New York Cham
ber soloists. For many years she
has included much of the cham
ber music repertoire in her solo
recitals with piano.
This music is especially ap
pealing to the artist and it is her
intention to perform it more
and more with the small ensem

ble instrumental groups for
which they were originally writ
ten.
Miss Peters first appeared with
the group at the Caramoor

Festival during the summer of
1969 and in the fall opened the
Hurok International Series B
with them at Philharmonic Hall
in New York.

Roberta Peters, Metropolitan Opera soprano, will present a concert
in Maytag Wednesday, Nov. 18 at 8:15 p.m.

Talk-back to become
annual Taylor event

PIRATES OF PENZANCE"
Fredrick (Jerry Young '71), after being tricked by his ugly
nurse, meets the truly beautiful Mable (Diane Van Valkenburg '73)
and promptly makes a fool of himself.
The Gilbert and Sullivan operetta, "The Pirates of Penzance,"
will be produced tomorrow in Maytag at 8:15 p.m. with Prof.
Benjamin Del Vecchio directing.
Tickets are $1.50 or $.75 with a Taylor I.D. card. Proceeds will
be used to establish music scholarships. (ECHO photo by Rick Harris.)

This past week much of the
student body participated in a
second alumni talk-back, the first
being last spring. The talk-back
is expected to become an annual
event designed to give students
an opportunity to find out how
a Taylor education helped or
hindered graduates in their ma
jor field.
Seventeen alumni returned to
represent all but one or two de
partments. Alumni came at their
own expense from as far away as
New York, Massachusetts and
Utah.
Department chairmen original
ly gave suggestions to the Alumni
Student Relations Committee on
possible alumni. The committee
then contacted alumni from the
departments. This committee has
been responsible for the planning
of the talk-back.
Committee chairman, Beulah
Coughenour stated hope that the
talk-back would help students
utilize their time at Taylor to
the best benefit. She also hoped
the talk-back would provide some
opportunities for juniors looking

for practical experience and for department chairmen and
create further interest on the alumni guests, panel during the
part of alumni.
chapel hour, question and answer
The alumni talk-back program periods in various classes, and an
included the following: breakfast informal social time with majors.

Rediger receives honor
for community service
Dr. Milo A. Rediger, president,
has recently been selected to ap
pear in the 1970-71 edition of
Community Leaders of America.
This honor is given in recogni
tion of past achievement, out
standing ability and service to
community and state.
Community Leaders of America
is a project of the American Bio
graphical Institute with offices in
Raleigh, North Carolina. The
.itorial Board of Advisors of
this organization received recom
mendations and nominations for
Dr. Rediger and made the decis
ion on the basis of data submit
ted.
Dr. Rediger serves on the Ex

ecutive Council of Boy Scouts,
and the Committee of Liberal
Arts Education of North Central
Association of
Colleges and
Secondary Schools. He is on
Governor's Council for Private
Action and Indiana Citizens'
Committee for Modern Courts of
Appeal.
He is a member of the board
of directors of Marion YMCA,
Bethel Boys' Home, the new Mar
ion Philharmonic, Wabash Valley
Association and the Marion
Easter Pageant. He is also on the
advisory boards of Indianapolis
Southside Christian Schools As
sociation and Grant County Child
Evangelism.
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The editorial policy of this paper is determined
by the editorial board. All unsigned editorials are
the official expression of the ECHO. Opinions ex
pressed as ECHO editorial policy are the re
sponsibility of the editor and the editorial board,

and do not express the official opinion of Taylor
University. Signed columns, letters to the editor,
and other signed materials represent only the
individual opinions of their authors.

Silent majority speaks from fear
(EDITOR'S NOTE: This editorial is the result of
conversations with many persons during a
recent five-day hitch-hiking trip through the
Northeast by an editorial board member.)

down to study. They'll really learn as soon as
they need to start earning money." This view
has valid points but refuses to go beneath the
surface to even consider the frustrations that
result in rioting and burning.
Recent verbal communication indicates that
Another tendency is to fear the black and
the older silent majority has in common
at least one motivating force: fear. Not know to perpetrate existing stereotypes of him. A
brags of
ing how to extinguish the flames of fear that self-made contractor from Detroit
his
personal
arsenal
of
over
30
weapons
that
uncertainty and ignorance feed, many per
he keeps for protection in a city "taken over
sons tend to categorize different elements
by the niggers." Again fear covered by be
which they suppose to be the source of trou
lligerent bravado.
ble, and then offer oversimplified solutions.
A well-educated inspector with the Atomic
An example of this oversimplification is
Energy Commission will say in passing, "The
seen in the perception of the major threat of
niggers ruin the radio with all their wailing."
the Communists. A Philadelphia salesman ex
No attempt is made to look at a black man as
presses his feelings: "We shouldn't be wast
ing so much money on arms. All we need is an individual human being. And behind it
all is fear—fear that hard-earned security will
enough to blow up Russia once, and no more."
Or as another Easterner proposes, "Forget be taken away.
about China and invade North Viet Nam."
All these opinions point to the fundamental
Others will warn of a Communist plot in Amer cause for the fearful attitude: concern for selfica, all this merely being a projection of an existence. The flag-wavers and "Commieunnamed fear and insecurity.
hunters," the student maligners, and the "nig
Another threat to the older generation ger-haters" are merely waving the white flag
by Stan
comes from the students. The general trend of surrender to simplicity out of fear of the un
is one of bewilderment and fear of the liber known.
That age-old symbol of in
ality of the young generation. The solution of
Many are concerned about the uncertain
stitutional oppression, the cut
fered here is also simplistic. "Students do not future the younger generation faces; when,
system, is discussed every year
know what they're doing. They run wild burn in actuality, it is time to consider the fear
on this campus; and, as always,
ing buildings when they should be settling
plaguing the other generation.

THE UMBRELLA

No cut policy exists

Approach to honest grading
Certain realities of the present academic
evaluation system tend to cripple its service.
Primarily it is the professor who is put at an
imposition, for he is asked to judge his student.
Consequently he becomes the innocent source
for sloppiness in scholarship on the part of
the student.
Professors are immediately rated by stu
dents, one such rating being "the easy prof."
The student who does not wish to prepare
well, senses immediate relief if he is blessed
with such a person, for he knows he can con
tinue to prepare poorly. He knows that he can
perform—and pass—in the one measure of
his capability, the "easy prof's test."
Given a professor with a few years' repu
tation and a student who wants a good grade,
one may witness a crippling in the service of
the academic evaluation process. The student
takes advantage, innocently or not, of his pro
fessor's position as judge.
The judge labelled "the hard prof" also pro
vides an excuse for sloppy scholarship. If the
student does poorly, which he inevitably will,
he blames it on "that tough prof" whose de
mands are so unreasonable that the student
need not feel guilty about his failure to per
form on exams.
Professors' ratings become understood after
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a few years, so students can consistently beat
the system and casually overlook their own
dishonesty. It becomes part of the student
mold to beat the system when professors are
responsible for judging students' perform
ances.
It would seem that a new system of aca
demic evaluation deserves a trial run. Perhaps
if students were to evaluate themselves, the
only unearned grade could be given by the
student; he would be challenged to deal with
his own dishonesty. The professor could no
longer be used to implement the student's de
cision to be scholarly or unscholarly.
It would also seem that criticism should be
made against the sloppy scholar, not just the
system he cripples. In a sense, however, the
self-grading system would be such an attack.
It would give the student no excuse for fail
ing to learn or achieve.
In a sense, too, the student who is not
concerned about learning cannot be attacked,
for choosing not to learn is his own preroga
tive.
However, a self-grading system is a sys
tem which has proven successful in other insti
tutions and seems plausible here, as the sys
tem which comes closest to honest academic
evaluation.
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Nussbaum

for if all professors adopted the
open cut-system, the administra
tion would not oppose the move.
Each faculty member sets his
students are advocating some own cut policy by his own choice.
thing more (pardon the expres
Those professors who do make
sion) liberal.
attendance compulsory are in
It is interesting to note that viting just as much student evalu
technically the cut system does ation of their lectures as are
not exist at Taylor. According to those who permit unlimited cuts.
D e a n G o r d o n Z i m m e r m a n , If attendance is not required, the
THERE IS NO OFFICIAL UNI student objects to poor lectures
VERSITY CUT POLICY. Some by not going (essentially negative
professors state at the beginning reaction); whereas, if attendance
of their courses that their cut is required, the student hears
policy is the one in the university- more poor lectures, gets more
catalog; but, according to the disturbed, and starts pushing the
dean, there is no policy in the professor for better classes or for
catalog. No maximum number a letter of resignation (essential
of cuts is set; the only reason ly positive involvement).
the minimum is there is to pro
The latter course of action is
tect the student from any pro more difficult and more risky,
fessor who might otherwise re but the former one does not solve
quire 100 per cent attendance.
the real problem, i.e., that there
In other words, again accord are classes which do not contri
ing to the dean, as far as the bute to one's education. If we do
administration is concerned, the not attend worthless classes,
student body has open cuts now, cont. on p. 4

FOCUS ON THE ARTS

Study of love
by Jim Oosting
Perhaps this column should be
prefaced by the admission that
the columnist is by no means
qualified to be a film critic but
reviews simply on the basis of
soul feelings. With this in mind,
I should like to consider the film
version of the D. H. Lawrence
novel, The Virgin and the Gypsy.
The plot is simple. Having re
cently been graduated from col
lege, two sisters return home to
live with their minister father,
their quarrelsome aunt, and
their deaf and thoroughly Vic
torian grandmother.
One of the girls easily accepts
her family's values; the other
questions the validity of their
life-style and challenges the
traditional mores of the church.
It is the latter's search for love
that leads her to seek a relation
ship with her gypsy lover and to
befriend an unmarried couple
ostracized by the community.

Typical of the works of Lawr
ence, this film is an in-depth

psychological study which some
times frighteningly permits one
to indulge in total empathy. An
audience member cannot help
becoming an integral part of the
characters before him on the
screen.
The intimate association be
tween character and audience, the
realistic insights of the script,
and the artistic subtlety of a
large portion of the production
form the base necessary for the
highest dramatic experience —
spiritual catharsis. The Virgin
and the Gypsy has all these in
gredients.
The film, then, is basically a
study of love with an emphasis
on motivational analysis. Sticking
very close to the intentions of
of Lawrence, the film director
cont. on p. 4
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Contemporary genre evolved from peep show
by Carol Nearpass
Today's multi-million
dollar
motion picture industry had its
earliest beginnings in the ex
periments of a semanticist. Peter
Mark Roget, compiler of Roget's
Thesaurus and secretary of the
Royal Society in 1824, made the
first attempts to reproduce the
appearance of motion. His studies
resulted in the invention of the
Zoetrope, a device that utilized
handdrawn pictures.
At the same time, Daguerre
and Herschel were conducting
the experiments that resulted in
the process of photography. It
was left to Thomas Edison to put
the two ideas together.
Edison's first machine was a
cylinder operating on the same
principle as the phonograph. Not
satisfied with the effect, Edison
began to search for a flexible

material to carry the pictures. He
heard of George Eastman's "roll
er photography" and sent an as
sistant to Rochester with $2.50
to buy 50 feet of the film.
When the experiment proved
successful, peep shows came into
being. "Stars" like Annie Oakley
and Buffalo Bill became popular,
and producers searched for sub
jects. Prize fighting became a
common peep show attraction.
The obvious need was to move
to the screen. Edison had been
projecting since 1889, but he did
not want to release his findings
until he could find a way to tie
projection in with his phono
graph. When the New York show
men began to demand a screen
machine, Edison simply bought
out a machine produced by
Thomas Armat, named it the

APPROPRIATE FILMS
TEACH AND ENTERTAIN
by Milo Rediger
(EDITOR'S NOTE: Dr. Rediger was asked to express h is opinion
of the place of movies at Taylor University.)
Moving pictures are very effective media on a college
campus for various uses, including information and enter
tainment. I encourage both the classroom and auditorium uses.
I assume the professor uses films that are consistent with the
objectives of his course and that contribute to the realization
of those objectives. The appropriateness of his choices may be
judged by the educational principles on which his course is
based.
Films for our entertainment should also be chosen on
grounds other than just that they are available or that they
have been shown in regular movie theaters. They should be
consistent with the purposes and objectives of a Christian uni
versity. Plenty of "appropriate" ones are available. It is hardly
necessary to use films that contradict or neutralize the primary
tenets and emphases of our Christian faith and witness.
If we honor God, if we cherish morality, if we respect
discipline, if we believe in human dignity—then we have the
criteria by which to choose our films. They need not be re
ligious nor Christian" films; likewise, in my opinion, they
should not be inconsistent with, or inappropriate for, the cli
mate of a Christian university campus.

Vitascope, and began to produce
it commercially.
The first showing was on April
23, 1896, at Koster and Bial's
Music Hall at Broadway and
Thirty-fourth Street, New York
City. The film clippings included
a prize fight, a dance, and an
ocean scene. As the waves broke
on the shore, the first rows of
the audience left their seats to
avoid a drenching—thus paying
tribute to the reality of the ef
fect.
Owners of empty stores, as
sembly halls, and holes iri the
wall soon took advantage of this
new form of entertainment. This
necessitated the making of a
great many films to meet the de
mand.
One clipping reproduced a sec
tion from The Widow Jones, a
contemporary comedy, in which
Miss May Irwin and John C. Rice
exchanged a kiss. The resultant
film was appropriately titled The
May Irwin-John C. Rice Kiss, and
was 40 feet long. This was the
first movie to provoke the dis
approval of the public for moral
reasons.
The filming of the Passion Play
was the first use of the motion
picture as art. The Great Train

Robbery, filmed at the Edison
laboratories in 1903, was the
first effort to give a plot to a
motion picture. Its great success
led to further such productions
—and to the phenomenon of the
film star, the first of whom was
Max Aronson.
While most of the movie de
velopments were occurring in the
East, Cecil B. DeMille rented a
barn in Hollywood, California,
and began to make pictures of his
own. Soon other producers saw
the advantages of climate and of
handy scenery and moved their
companies.
In 1914, the first Broadway
movie theater, the Strand Theatre,
opened its doors. The idea
caught on, and movie theaters be
gan to appear all over the coun
try.
The next addition was sound.
Edison's Kinetoscope appeared in
1894, but its quality was crude,
and there was little demand.
Scientists continued to work,
coming up with various develop
ments, but none was anything
more than a novelty which the
public soon rejected.
A major improvement came
when Bell Laboratories developed
a system of recording the sound
on the edge of the film itself by

means of a photo-electric cell.
The Warner brothers produced
the first sound picture. It was a
John Barrymore movie called Don
Juan, and the New York Phil
harmonic Orchestra was engaged
to make the musical accompani
ment.
News clips became popular 'in
theaters. King Alfonso XIII of
Spain was the first crowned
monarch to appear on the screen,
while Woodrow Wilson's inaugur
al address was the first Presi
dential speech filmed. And it is
suggested that part of Charles
Lindbergh's popularity was due
to the newsreel produced of his
departure from New York.
The advent of television robbed
movie theaters of a great por
tion of their audiences. Television
and the motion picture industry
began to compete for stars, writ
ers, and viewers, Several of the
studios closed. Those that have
continued to produce movies
have changed their tactics.
No longer are they just a form
of entertainment. Many of the
former stars have fallen into
relative oblivion while new acting
talent conveys a message across
the screen.
Movies have become a genre of
contemporary expression.

Self-censorship advocated
by Sue Neff
Fairy tales and happy endings
no longer describe the society in
which we live nor are they accept
ed as themes of today's movies.

styles or standards, but reflect
the society in which their mak
ers live, films mirror the growing
frankness and the freedoms pre
Like most everything else, film valent today."
Students have been brought up
productions have been coming of
age. Critic Judith Crist com in a society that is oriented
ments, "Since they do not set toward sex and violence, yet they
have been criticized because they
are not shocked by many of the
movies which contain these every
day events.
Just like others, Taylor stu
dents have been exposed to sex
and violence through television
and other media; therefore, when
they view these "questionable"
movies their minds are not as
shaken as the minds of the reign
ing generation.
Since our elders were raised
in the old Hollywood morality
which
would
have
expected
Romeo and Juliet to have spent
their wedding night tucked in
twin beds, they have decided
that students should expect the
same. Romeo should be neatly
dressed in silk pajamas, and
Juliet should be complete with
nightie and ribbon in her hair.
Students must be given credit
for at least being able to face
the reality of Romeo and Juliet's
wedding night as something of
beauty. They can feel their trage
dy intensified by the simplici
ty and purity of their passion,
therefore the students expect the
reality of love, not the "evils of
sex."

Self-censorship is the only kind
of censorship that should be pro
vided for students with such an
outlook. According to Judith
Crist, "In many cases, thanks to
censorship or would be censor
ship—which more often than not
serves as publicity for the very
films they wish to outlaw the
success of "X" rate movie has
been greatly enhanced." Censor
ship commotion, thus, has caused
curiosity to flare up and this
has provided the "questionable"
productions with popularity.
If U.S. customs had not sought
to ban I Am Curious Yellow, few
people would have even noticed
this typical import. Yet, the pub
licity it received from the "cen
sor-it-crowd," was the major rea
son this film is the most success
ful sex-exploitation on record.
Other movies containing both
sex and violence have achieved
success through the same variety
of protest and these cries of
censorship have done nothing
but lure the curious into viewing
movies they really do not even
care about.
This is why students should be
able to decide for themselves
what their consciences can digest.
If Taylor students will retain
open minds of maturity, they will
be able to censor enough to
satisfy their own personal view
of life, and they will not have to
worry about satisfying anyone
else.
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Theatre 25 to produce varied
one-acts in little theater'

Adding two first place trophies to the debate collection are Jane
Falion, Jim Oosting, Margo Pluddemann, Paula Weekly, Diane
Oman, Dave Wierengo, Bev Good, and Dave Oman. (ECHO photo
courtesy of the Speech and Drama Department.)

Taylor debaters capture
two tournament trophies
Eight Taylor debaters brought
home two first place trophies
from two separate tournaments
last weekend. One four-man team
captured the championship at
Goshen College to give Taylor the
title there for the third consecu
tive year. The three rounds of
debate sponsored by Ashland
College, Ashland, Ohio netted
the other first place victory for
Taylor's newest team.
Diane Oman ('74), David Wier
engo ('74), Bev Good ('72), and
Dave Oman ('74) returned from
Goshen with a 5-1 win-loss record
after defeating Malone College
(who took second place), Valpar
aiso University, Anderson Col
lege, Hope College, Alma College
and losing to one team from
Valparaiso University. Anderson
College tied with Malone for sec
ond place.
Jane Falion ('71), Jim Oosting

LEARN TO STUDY
A two-part seminar designed
to assist in the improvement
of study skills is being offered
to all freshmen, transfers, and
interested others on Nov. 14
and 24 at 10 a.m.
LANGUAGE TESTING
NOV. 14
Every student who will con
tinue his high school language
MUST take a Language Place
ment Test. This test will be
given Saturday morning, Nov.
14, from 9-11 in LA 212.
DR.'S HOURS
Dr. Teodore Guevara's hours
in the Health Center are 9:3010:30 a.m. on Monday, Wed
nesday, and Friday. It is advis
able that the Health Center
be notified in advance of a
visit with the doctor. This will
eliminate the frustration of
waiting for a long period of
time. If it is necessary to see
the doctor outside campus
hours, his office is located
next to the Upland Drug
store where one may have an
appointment for a $3 fee.

('73), Paula Weekley ('73) and
Margaret Plueddeman ('71), also
completed a 5-1 record at Ashland
College by defeating Ball State
(who finished second), Kent State
University, Ohio Wesleyan, Muskingun, and Heidelberg and los
ing to Ashland College.
Taylor has compiled an out
standing record of 14 wins and
four losses thus far this season.
The team travels to the Univer
sity of Wisconsin in Madison this
week-end in hopes of continuing
the winning trend.
Prof. Dale Jackson, the debate
coach, commented, "Experience
has been part of the difference
this fall. However, the team that
won at Ashland did not have
any previous tournament experi
ence. They were simply better
prepared than their opponents.
We'll probably hit stiff com
petition at the University of
Wisconsin next week-end."

BALKAN DISPLAY
Souvenirs of Balkan coun
tries Dr. Milo Rediger, presi
dent, brought back from his
summer 1970 tour are now on
display in the library.
EARLHAM
REPRESENTATIVE
Keith Esch, representing the
Earlham School of Religion,
will be on campus to talk with
interested students Tuesday
and Wednesday, Nov. 17 and
18. Anyone wishing to make
an appointment to talk with
him may call the Placement
Office, ext. 368.

Theatre 25 will again be the
scene of several one-act plays.
Located on the second floor of
the Speech and Drama Building,
this "little theater" has been
designed so that all types of plays
may be produced in various man
ners.
The versatility of the theater
gives the director opportunity for
experimentation and development
in the various crafts of the dra
matic art. Student directors for
these plays are members of the
play direction class.
The first one-act play of this
season will be presented in
Theatre 25 on Friday, Nov. 20,
1970, at 8:15 p.m. and the second
on Saturday, Nov. 21, 1970, at
10:30 a.m.
Friday evening's entertainment
will be THE CASE OF THE
CRUSHED PETUNIAS, written by
Tennessee Williams. This lyrical
fantasy takes place in the notions
shop of Dorothy Simple of Pri
manproper, Massachusetts. Miss
Simple awakens one morning to
discover the double row of pe
tunias around her shop has been
maliciously crushed by a "petuniacidal maniac" with shoe size
11-D.
Much to Miss Simple's surprise
the culprit comes to her shop,
admits his crime and attempts to
sell Miss Simple his product—
"Life Incorporated." Through
this delightful comedy, be chal
lenged with Miss Simple to buy
"Life Incorporated," and live!
Included in the cast of this
play are Joyce Richardson ('73),
Jim Clark ('74), Bill Bettcher

('74), and Carol Norder ('72). The
play is being directed by Linda
Kukuk ('72).
The Saturday morning per
formance is GAMMER GURTON'S NEEDLE, a children's
comedy, concerned with the il
literate, unschooled, unsophisti
cated village life of sixteenth
century England. The AngloSaxon love of independence,
swagger, and a good fight are
evident as the play portrays the
earth iness of the characters and
their language.
GAMMER GURTON'S NEEDLE

is generally accepted as the sec
ond oldest comedy to be written
in the English language. The date
of the first performance is some
where between 1551 and 1561 —

several years before the birth of
William Shakespeare. GAMMER
GURTON'S NEEDLE pioneered
the development of British drama
in the native tongue, and helped
raise the curtain on that golden
age of English theatre known as
the Elizabethan Period.
GAMMER GURTON'S NEE
DLE is being directed by Beverly
Good ('72), and the cast includes
Charles Zimmerman ('74), Jan
Goulooze ('74), Jane Juillard ('74),
Ev Schar ('73), Bob Marks ('73),
Carol Barton ("73), Kathy Lesher
('74), Jeff Hensley ('73), Debi
King ('74), and Diane Oman ('74).
Tickets for both performances
are available at the Speech and
Drama Department Office by
presenting your I.D. card.

Film-study
cont. from p. 2

walked the tightrope of expres
sing controlled eroticism. His suc
cess in achieving that control is
the primary beauty of the film.
Only at the climax may one
question the director's success.
The beauty of the girl's search
for identity, freedom and honesty
is detracted from by an unexpect
ed ending overladen with sym
bolism. At the point of the
culmination of the gypsy's and
the virgin's search for each
other, a dam in the hills breaks,
sending a massive wall of water
pouring through the valley,

Cut policy

sweeping into the house, and
carrying the Victorian grand
mother and the family Bible
away in the swirling waters.
One

may

perhaps

remember

that a portent was given in the
opening scenes as a group of
young people watched the dam
being repaired. But any viewer
who possesses a sense of the
absurd is sidetracked from the
value of the literary progression
as he chuckles at the poor taste
of the obviously overdone sym
bolism,
What might be lacking in plot
transitions is more than made up
for by the gentle revealing of the
characters' full and realistic
psychological motivations. One is
constantly
involved
in
the
thought processes of every char
acter and leaves the theatre hav
ing confronted another human
being in a warm, existential way.

cont. from p. 2

it or not).

there is no net gain in our edu
cation; if we push professors to
make worthless classes worth
while, there is.

If a professor shirks part of
The total effect of the experi
his responsibility by teaching a ence is further augmented by
poor class, I am shirking mine if excellent, photography of the
I fail to bring that to his at grayed hues of the beautiful,
tention; that is why I contend rolling landscape in northern
that we do not need a change in England.
cut policy, we need more determi
Whether you enjoy it or not,
nation to eliminate worthless "The Virgin and the Gypsy" will
lectures.
involve you—and that is risky.

One of the greatest weaknesses

of the open cut-system is that it
neglects the financial imperative
in our situation. If we paid our
tuition by buying a separate
ticket for every one-hour lecture,
we would pay, at the present
rate, approximately $3 per ticket!
If a professor is teaching a
class that is not worth three dol
lars every time I walk in the
door, it is time, not to cut the
class, but to show a little
righteous indignation. It seems
to me that the victim of the
system is not the one who has
to sit through a poor lecture,
but the one who has to pay for it
(whether he is forced to attend

Call in and question
the ECHO editorial board
Tues. Nov. 17, 10-11 p.m.

WTUC

640 kc

Levy's Men's Store

introduces

the new 9-10 SLACK CLUB to all Taylor guys.
Buy 9 pair of slacks and receive the 10th pair
— of your choice — absolutely FREE.
Join now, combine membership with a buddy.
— prices start at $6.95
membership lasts entire year
— recent styles and patterns
Make use of this and other great savings.

* Levy's Bros. Men's Wear
"On the Square"
Hartford City, Ind.

348-2006
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Personal interaction thrives
in Pope John XXIII Center

•

'

Mrs. Florence Vacano of the Taylor music department will present a
vocal recital during convocation Monday morning, Nov. 16. (ECHO
photo courtesy of Alex Studio, Indianapolis.)

Vocalist featured
in chapel program
During chapel on Monday,
Nov. 16, Florence Vacano, a
member of Taylor's faculty, will
present a vocal recital. Mrs.
Vacano has had 20 years of pro
fessional singing experience.
From the fall of 1959 to 1965,
Mrs. Vacano resided in Munich,
Germany, where she studies voice
with Kammersaengerin Felicia
Huni-Mihaschek. S h e t o u r e d
throughout Germany with the
Broadway Arts Quartet under the
auspices of the USIS and the
State Dept. (USA)
Mrs. Vacano was also active in
recital and concert work through
out Bavaria and returned to the
States in the summer of 1965,
to take up her vocal activities at

HUGHES
CLEANERS
SHIRT
LAUNDRY
Unity pick-up

At 407 West McDonald Street
in Hartford City is a very mod
ern, spacious, confortable home.
It looks to be the home of the
wealthiest man in Hartford City.
And it was, until 1966 when
Robert Cronin had to move to
Indianapolis and could not find
a buyer with $120,000. Then he
donated it to the Catholic
Diocese.
Under the direction of Father
Keith and Sister Cathy this 22
room house has been converted
into a weekend retreat for vari
ous common-interest groups. The
retreat, the Pope John XXIII
Center, encourages a self-planned
program geared to the special
needs of the group. It features
close, communal living.
On Sunday afternoon around
three o'clock an open folk-mass
is held for anyone interested.
Recently an increasing number
of Taylor students have become
interested. And each week they
return bringing others.
The cause for such phenomenon
was what I set out to discover.
On Saturday October 31 I
joined a retreat of former nuns,
present nuns, students of the
brethren, priests, and one Metho
dist girl. Obviously, I had noth
ing in common with any of them.
I started out all wrong by ask-

YFC staff
to visit
campus

Indiana University School of
Music.
Mrs. Vacano has appeared in
Jack Daniel and Russ Knight
numerous performances of the IU
Opera Theater in, addition to of Chicagoland Youth For Christ
teaching voice and supervising will be on campus Wednesday,
the Secondary Voice Dept. She Nov. 18. The purpose of their
appears regularly as soloist in visit is to talk with students
the annual performance of the about this year's holiday pro
Messiah (orchestra) in Indianap gram in the South Side of
olis. In the current academic Chicago "Operation Scrooge."
They will also discuss a basket
year she is finishing her degree
ball
program for under-privileg
in voice at Indiana University.
ed kids next summer. And they
On Wednesday, Nov. 18, the would like to talk with anyone
football team will present a interested in Youth For Christ
chapel service which will be (Campus Life) after graduation
moderated by Coach Nelson as well.
Jack Daniel is Executive Di
Gould. Three or four players will
relate things which were impor rector of Chicagoland YFC, and
tant to them during the season. has had much experience in both
There will be several group num church and YFC work. Russ
bers as well as some singing by Knight is a staff member of
CYFC, and operates the "Black
the entire team.
Dr. Robert Clouse, associate Light" coffeehouse
professor of history at Indiana
Daniel and Knight will be on
State University will speak dur campus all day Wednesday. They
ing convocation on Fri., Nov. 20. will be present in the cafeteria
The topic of his speech will be during breakfast, lunch, and din
"The Evangelical Christian, Social ner. The meeting for those in
Concern and a Theology of terested in "Operation Scrooge"
Hope." Dr. Clouse is both an and the summer basketball pro
editor and author and previously gram will be in the student
union at 4:00 p.m.
served as a minister.

floivers by Johnson

and delivery
til liuokxldre

PLANDltfiREENHOUSE
HARTFORD CITY
348-3110

OPPOSITE UPLAND SHOPPING CENTER

998-7142

by Ev Schar
ing questions like, "Why did you
leave the convent?" instead of,
"What is your name?" Amazing
ly though, no one seemed af
fronted, but replied with straight
answers without hesitation, and
luckily, no one took offense. I
felt accepted.
For an hour after lunch we
talked of politics, school, church,
people, all the while moving free
ly among ourselves. Sometimes
we sat in chairs, sometimes we
sat on the floor, or if we felt like
it, we hung upside down on the
swingset outside. We expressed
ourselves freely.
Before the afternoon session
we decided to take advantage of
•the beautiful autumn day. We
each chose a partner and strolled
through the neighborhood. Re
turning we took turns walking
blindly relying on our partner's
vision and guidance. We became
aware of our world, of each
other, of ourselves.

During the session we each
wrote down a need and a situa
tion in which it would be irritat
ed. We then traded papers and
read the one we received as if
it were our own. While one was
role playing the rest of the
group, would suggest solutions to
the problem as presented.
Thus I came to sympathize
with my friend's problem more
completely, and I received pos
sible solutions for my own need
without feeling put on the spot.
I began to understand.
On Sunday I returned for Mass.
We sang folksongs together. We
prayed together. We gave thanks
together. He broke bread and
passed the cup together. We be
came united as one—together in
God.
The attraction of Pope John
XXIII Center is something that
can not be put into words, but
it is something that can be
shared. Sort of like God, maybe.

Miss Rousselow challenged
by inner-city involvement
by Elena Peach
Miss Jesse Rousselow, Assistant area. Besides an extensive campprofessor of speech, places great - ing program, they have an outemphasis upon getting to know reach within the city which inpeople.
eludes weekly field trips and
She realizes that many people special interest clubs. Miss Rousare seeking for answers, and she selow teaches sewing and cookis challenged by the opportunity ing to a group of girls,
to get to know individuals. Miss
The goal of the activities is for
Rousselow sees a chance to help each volunteer to get to know a
others and understands that she, few children very well. Through
too, can be helped through ef- this personal attention, the chilfective interaction.
dren can see Christ in action in
Her three-year college experi- people's lives. It is a slow process
ence at a school similar to Tay- to win them to Christ, but the
lor was so rewarding that she results are extremely rewarding,
decided she would like to become Miss Rousselow is excited by the
a part of giving that experience great effect which the Gospel can
to others.
have—when presented in love.
Miss Rousselow's summers are
Miss Rousselow
presently
filled with the activity she most teaches Basic speech, Persuasion,
appreciates. She is a volunteer in and Theater history and literaher church's program for inner- ture, and she is responsible for
city chidren in Minneapolis. Her all of the costuming in Taylor
church is in the city and has theater productions. She is also
stayed to face the problems there, working on her Ph.D. degree at
instead of moving to a suburban the University of Minnesota.

Student opinions

Chapel labeled drab
Question: Was the Alumni Talk-back valuable to you?
Carolyn Barton ('74) I think the idea of letting us talk with suc
cessful alumni is good. However, I really didn't know what was
going on, until after it was over. The chapel was interesting at
first, but the answers were repetitious after a while.
Steve Bickley ('74) The only valuable part of the Talk-back was
in the classes. The questions in chapel were monotonous and one
sided in their concern for rules and isolation.
Cheryl Coates ('74) The speaker I heard in class was interesting.
I wish there had been someone here to represent the music depart
ment, however. There seemed to be a lack of publicity.
Sue Dicken ('72) The representative for the English department
was interesting and inspirational to me, because he told about his
experiences in teaching. The questions in chapel, however, were bor
ing because they were not original.
Larry Ojeda ('72) In the science department, the speakers were
excellent. I really appreciated the lectures which made us more
aware of world problems.
Nancy Spalding ('72) The speaker in the art department was in
teresting because he was successful in his field, but he did not
relate to Taylor's situation. He was a student here for only one
year, so he was limited in what he knew about Taylor.
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Editor's Note: The ECHO wel
comes all letters to the editor.
Letters must be typed triplespaced and received at Box 459
by Tuesday noon. To appear, let
ters must be signed. Names will
be withheld on request.

real effort to communicate in a liberal by design? I don't see
completely open and honest way any misunderstandings — I think
through press releases, and the SGO understands the Echo per
printing of ALL Senate and Ex fectly.
ecutive Council minutes.
May I recommend, Mr. Hoag
Again, I want to thank those land, that you schedule a meet
people whose ACTIONS speak ing with Mr. Whitehead and ex
louder than WORDS and whose plain to him, as you did to me,
ACTIONS RESOUND actions and words are both posi the official policy of your news
tive.
paper.
Sincerely,
Dear Editor:
I also demand a personal apolo
Rich Myers '71
gy from you, Mr. Hoagland, ad
I would like to take this op
SGO President
portunity to thank those people
dressed to the student body, for
permitting such an insulting mis
in Student Government this year
take to be printed.
who thus far have shown, not
only by words but by actions as LIBERAL BY DESIGN? Yours in expectation,
well, the kind of positive work of
David Baker '73
which this student body can be
Morris
Dear Editor
very proud. The kind of posi
Last week I ventured into your
tive work that in itself destroys
EDITOR'S NOTE: We will admit
any charge of credibility gap or article entitled "SGO Credibility
that the ECHO is biased, if we
Gap."
I
can
honestly
report
that
hyperdefensism. The S t u d e n t
use Webster's definition
of
Body can be proud of Executive I found it rather bewildering.
choosing one opinion or stand
Mr.
Whitehead,
omniscient
as
Council Chairmen such as Bev
over another. Thus, any state
Finley, Stan Nussbaum, Paul Cox, he might appear, has made a
ment of opinion is de facto
drastic
mistake.
The
Echo
has
Stan Banker, Paul Jenks, Don
biased; and an editorial
is
been
described
as
being
"biased
Bakke, John Clarkson, and Ruth
opinion. However, we begin to
and
liberal."
Our
"freelance
con
Hammer. They can also be proud
play connotative word games
of the contributions of Cindy tributor" believes that "this is
when we use this word an an
Hockett, Jeff Carr, and John both unfair and untrue, for a
epithet with an "evil" implica
Hanson who give many hours galaxy of viewpoints has been
tion.
expressed."
(He
is
implying
that
both inside and outside the Ex
Accepting the fact that ECHO
the
presentation
of
this
"galaxy"
ecutive Council meetings.
editorials are biased, let us
has
been
Echo policy.)
It is because of people like
I can say from personal ex examine the criteria for editorial
this, who find it much more
perience
that the editorial policy board membership: a history of
profitable to work and help build
responsible action, an ability to
up Student Government than to of this year's Echo has been both
work together harmoniously, and
biased
and
liberal
by
design.
Mr.
try to tear it apart, that such
the ability to write well. To be
new programs as the Free Uni Hoagland offered me a position
a board member, all criteria must
as
a
"contributor"
to
this
year's
versity, Student Loan Fund,
be met.
printing of chapel addresses, Echo at the end of last year's
It may be valuable to see how
Spring semester.
Thanksgiving Vacation extension,
an editorial is written. The broad
Early
in
September,
I
ap
freshman driving privileges seecategory of national or local
on d semester, transportation proached him about his offer
topic is assigned to a board'memand
we
discussed
it
with
mem
money for those interested in
ber. He picks the narrow topic
bers
of
the
editorial
board.
Their
campaigning, (continuing pro
and expresses his own view. Th'e
decision
was
that
the
Echo's
grams such as) tutoring in the
board then meets, reads the
high schools, course evaluations, policy would not be open to all
editorial, and votes agreement or
Alumni talk back, News of the opinions. They wanted to follow
disagreement. If there is a ma
Day, Used Book Sale are able to the pattern established by pro
jority disagreement, the printed
fessional
newspapers
in
that
they
exist. This is not even to men
editorial must be signed. At no
would
take
a
definite
political
tion many programs that these
time is an opinion assigned.
committees are now working on. position. Since the editorial staff
The ECHO policy, as stated in
had
liberal
leanings,
and
since
Nor have I mentioned those in
the lead editorial Sept. 4, stands
my
persuasions
were
rather
con
Student Government who con
open to all opinion, especially
tinue to work for the Student servative, they decided that they
as expressed through the "Voice
had
no
use
for
my
work.
A
Body as members of the Student
of the People." At a full editorial
Faculty Committees, the Student "biased and liberal" position was
board meeting in September,
agreed
upon
as
the
proper
per
Court, and the Student Senate.
David Baker and the board
spective.
If indeed there is a communica
reached the mutual decision that
Mr.
Whitehead
attacked
Rich
tion problem between SGO and
he could best contribute as a
Myers
specifically
for
not
main
the Echo I apologize and accept
regular letter writer, a legitimate
that responsibility. However, for taining "open and honest com
munication"
with
the
Echo staff form of communication.
a certain "freelance writer" to
Regarding the column by Bob
condemn wholesale an entire as a means of ironing out mis
organization, one must indeed understanding. I ask, why should
look at the record. Not only have Rich Myers approach the Echo
many people worked on certain staff when they, by their own
programs, but SGO has made a a d m i s s i o n ,
are
biased
and

Whitehead, we would remind Mr.
Baker to read the ECHO policy
statement printed in the top
left corner on the editorial page
of every issue: "Signed columns,
letters to the editor, and other
signed material represent only

the individual opinions of their
authors."

MYERS" SOLID ROCK
Dear Editor:
As members of the S.G.O. Ex
ecutive Council, we feel that the
accusation by Mr. Bob White
head in his recent article "S.G.O.
Credibility Gap," that the execu
tive branch of S.G.O. is guilty of
irresponsibility, which has re
sulted in a credibility gap, is an
unfounded statement based on an
oversight of the facts.
In reality, under the leadership
of S.G.O. President Rich Myers,
the executive branch has con
sistently "sought out the solid
rock of positive action." For ex
ample, in his Sept. chapel address
Myers proposed the idea of a Uni
versity Night to enable leaders of
the S.G.O. to discuss campus
issues with students in a dormi
tory situation. Does this really
sound like the "hyperdefensive"
tactics of an "executive ostrich"
with his head buried in a "castle
of sand"?
Further action by the Myers
Administration has resulted in
the allotment of gasoline money
for campaign workers, the pub
lication of chapel addresses for
interested students, and the
petitioning of the faculty for an
earlier dismissal time for Thanks
giving vacation. Could such pro
grams really be the result of an
irresponsible executive branch
which is fostering a credibility
gap?
In his article, Mr. Whitehead
also alleged that Rich Myers and
"several influential S.G.O. per
sonnel" have accused the ECHO
of being both "biased and liber
al." Our question is, why has Mr.
Whitehead failed to produce anylegitimate documentation in sup
port of this rather nebulous
accusation? Up until this time,
neither Rich Myers nor any of

the Executive Council has made
any public statements in an of
ficial capacity in regard to the
Student Government Organiza
tion's position concerning the
ECHO.
As members of the S.G.O. Ex
ecutive Council we feel that in
the future the "freelance contri
butor to the ECHO" should con
fine his freelance writing to a
presentation of the facts rather
than the spreading of hear-say
and gossip.
Sincerely,
Paul Cox '73
Political Affairs Chairman
Ruth Hammer '72
SGO Executive Secretary
Donald Bakke '71
Finance Chairman
Stan Banker '73
Organizations Chairman
Jeffrey A. Carr '71
Inter-Class Council Representa
tive
John Clarkson '72
Intercollegiate Affairs Chairman

VICTOR
CHAMBERLAIN
— missionary to
New Guinea, will speak
in the college class
. . . this week at

Hillside Church
in Marion.

(A bus will be in front of
MCW at 8:40 a.m.)

new shipment —
LEE brushed corduroy flairs
• brown
' beige

$11.00

' blue

SCHOREY'S

//

east side of square
Hartford City

WHAT'S HAPPENING
Fri., Nov. 13

Movie — "King of Kings" (Shreiner) 9 p.m.
Inter-varsity Missionary Confer
ence (Maytag) 6:30 p.m.

Inter-varsity — 6:30 p.m.
German Club — (LA 218) 7 p.m.
Taylor Bowl — (SL 102) 7 p.m.
Florence Vacano, Soprano (May
tag) 8:15 p.m.

Sat., Nov 14

Tues., Nov. 17

Education and Physical Education
Student Faculty Hour (East)
10 a.m.
Field Hockey — Marion (Here)
Football — (at Anderson) 2 p.m.
"Pirates of Penzance" (Maytag)
8:15 p.m.

SEA (SL 103) 7 p.m.
Taylor Bowl (SL 101) 7 p.m.

Sun., Nov. 15

Christian Action Fellowship
(Shreiner) 8 p.m.
Mon., Nov. 16

MAYOR'S

Relax in Style

Wed., Nov. 18

Spanish Club (LA 218) 7 p.m.
Thur., Nov. 19

Taylor Bowl (SL 101) 8 p.m.
Fri., Nov.20

Donkey Basketball (Maytag) 7:30
p.m.
Theatre 25: "Crushed Petunias"
8:15 p.m.

MANOR
PHONE (317) 348-1403
State Road 3 North
HARTFORD CITY, IND.
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Hope overcomes Taylor
despite second-half rally
The Dutchmen of Hope College
used a 20-0 lead at the end of
the first half to coast to an even
tual 26-18 victory over the Tay
lor Trojans last Saturday at
Hope.
Hope quarterback Gloy Kaper
fired three touchdown passes,
two coming in the first period to
lead his team to the win. The
Trojans managed to outscore
their hosts 18-6 in the second
half but the scoreless first half
proved to be their downfall.
End Barry Brugger snatched
Kaper's first scoring toss, an 11yarder, at the 7:33 mark of the
opening frame and Hope led 6-0.
But the Dutchmen cashed in
again in the final moments of the
opening frame when Kaper found
his other end Jim Lamer open
for a 10-yard score. Bill Horndrop toed the point after and
Taylor was down 13-0.
Hope was still not finished with
their scoring binge as with just
21 seconds gone in the second
quarter, halfback Bob Lamer
knifed 6 yards for another touch-,
down. With Horndrop's second
conversion the Dutchmen led

20-0.

The Trojans notched ten points
in the third quarter to cut the
lead to 20-10. Eric Turner ('74)
booted an 18-yard field goal at
the 10:32 mark and fullback
Larry Dillon ('71) plunged over

from the one for Taylor's first especially in passing where Tay
touchdown with 4:01 left. Turner lor racked up 313 yards to Hope's
added the point after and the Tro 311. Gerlach hit end Chuck Majans were closing in.
lone ('73) for 46 yards for the
But they failed to score again game's longest aerial gain. Tay
and Kaper iced the contest with lor also led in first downs 20-19.
his third scoring pass when with Interceptions played a key role in
3:02 left in the game he hit Jim the contest as there were five,
Lamer again. This one covered 26 three by Hope which all came at
yards and made it 26-10.
crucial times for the Trojans.
The hard hitting contest pro
This left the Trojans with only duced injuries to Trojans Mike
enough time for one score. Full Bailey ('73) (concussion), John
back Gene Fadel ('71) did it in Wies ('73) (knee), and Mike Mcstyle though as he rambled 45 Quinley ('72) (shoulder).
yards to paydirt. The run was the
longest scoring dash from scrim
Taylor will close out their 1970
mage for the Trojans in 1970. season against Anderson College
Quarterback Brad Gerlach's ('73) at Anderson tomorrow. The
two-yard run on the conversion Ravens beat formidable Defiance
made it a 26-18 Hope victory of Ohio in the closing minutes
as the Dutchmen killed the re 37-34 last week. Anderson has
maining time. It was Hope's last displayed plenty of offense this
game of the season and they com season and should provide a real
piled a 5-4 log. Taylor's mark is test for the Trojans who attempt
now 6-3.
to end on a winning note after
The statistics were quite even, dropping their last two contests.

Three girls chosen
for all-state hockey
The Miami Valley Tournament
was held on Nov. 6 at Earlham
College in Richmond, Indiana.
The day's activities began with a
selectors meeting at 8:30 a.m.,
followed by three games begin
ning at 9, 10, and 11.
Wittenburg College played Ball
State in the opening game and
the result was a tie. At 10, the
Taylor hockey team met Cedarville College and defeated them
6-1. Earlham College played Day
ton at 11 and came out victorious.
During the afternoon the Trojanes played Ball State, the re
sult being a 1-1 tie. Earlham Col
lege met Wittenburg, Earlham
coming out the winner. Cedarville played Dayton and was
victorious.

Awful Big . . .
Awful Good
SANDWICHES

HIGHWAY 3 SOUTH
HARTFORD CITY

348-4360

Linda Holdcroft ('71) was the
high scorer of the Taylor-Cedarville game with three goals. Marti
Stone ('71), left wing, scored
one, as did Karen Palmer ('74),
center forward, and Liz William
son ('74), left inner. Billie
Thomas, left wing, scored the
Cedarville goal.
The other girls who played for
Taylor were: Pam Carter ('73),

25% discount on all
suede articles —

right wing; Sue Hutchinson ('73)
left halfback; Jan Barlow ('72),
center halfback; Marilyn Bloom
('72), right halfback; Heather
Clayton ('74), left fullback; Ruth
Murcock ('72), right fullback;
and Jean Myers ('71), goalee.
Substitutes included Brenda Ells
worth ('73), Norma Fuller ('72),
and Sue Farb ('73).
According to coach Melba Kern,
"Our girls played well against
both t,eams (Cedarville and Ball
State)/ There was good teamwork
and stickwork. Both games were
fast moving."
While the games were in pro
gress, the coaches acted as se
lectors for an all-star team,
chosdn later that afternoon.
Linda Holdcroft, right inner
for Taylor, was selected for the
first all-star team. She was also
chosen to be captain of that team
by the other girls. Marilyn
Bloom was selected as a substi
tute. Karen Palmer, center for
ward, was selected for the second
team.

Ah, come on—make up your mind! Taylor drivers (if they have a
telescopic eye) have to do a double-take when driving near the
music building. (ECHO photo by Ken Amstutz.)

Bellow, Saul
MR. SAMMLER'S PLANET — Novel about the future of life on this

planet or any planet.
Berlioz, Hector
MEMOIRS — Translated by David Cains
Blaiklock, E. M.
IS IT . . OR ISN'T IT — Why to believe in the existence of God.
Clark, Ann
JOURNEY TO THE PEOPLE — Teaching of Indian children.
Cox, Roger L.
BETWEEN EARTH AND HEAVEN — An attack on critics who say
Christian tragedy is non-existent.
Fabregues, Jean de
CHRISTIAN MARRIAGE

Kimbrough, Emily
FLOATING ISLAND — Travel by barge on the rivers and canals of

France.
Lewis, C. S.
A MIND AWAKE — An anthology.

Lloyd, P. C.
AFRICA IN SOCIAL CHANGE — West African societies in transi

tion.
Nicklaus, Jack

The two teams will represent THE GREATEST GAME OF ALL:
Miami Valley tomorrow in the
sectional tournament at Snyder
Park in Springfield, Ohio. The
following weekend the winning
team will go to Detroit.
The Winners of that game will
then go on to play in the nation cont. from p. 7
als at Lancaster, Pa.
The Taylor Trojans will travel
The final Trojane game is Florida and Georgia during
tomorrow at Marion College.
Christmas vacation. They will be

Varsity .

skirts, vests and purses

Gwd §ta^
2 2 5 NORTH

Fri. Nov. 13 thru Sat. Nov. 21

MY LIFE IN GOLF.

MAIN STREET

Taylor
Students
Always
Welcome

UPLAND. INDIANA 46969

A FULL SERVICE BANK

playing in two tournaments in
addition to arch rivals, Wheaton
College, Indiana Central, Frank
lin, and Wabash.
Assisting Coach Odle this year
is Sheldon Bassett, formerly on
the coaching staff at Indiana Uni
versity. Bassett will also be coach
ing the freshman team which
will open its schedule on Tuesday
night, Nov. 24, against Grissom
Air Force Base.
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Hoosier hysteria coming

Varsity squad announced JiU H CC title
(A Taylor Trojan Press Release)
With a 28 game schedule and
eight lettermen back, Taylor Uni
versity is looking forward to a
very fine year. Coach Don Odle
is starting his 24th year and if
the three "I's", injury, illness or
ineligibility, do not hit the Tro
jans, it could be a great season.
Taylor won 17 ballgames last
year and ended up second in the
conference. There was a tremendous effort during February. With
the exception of Hanover, everyone in the Hoosier Conference
should be as good or better than
last year. It seems that Earlham
and Taylor will be co-favorites
to win the Hoosier Conference.
Anderson, Manchester and Han
over will certainly have fine
teams and a thrilling race should
result.
Steve Reash and Jim Wallis,
will again be back and both were
outstanding on Taylor's team last
year. 5'10" Reash was all-conference and 6'3" Wallis was
named to the NAIA team. There
are two boys who will help immensely on the boards this year
and they are Dave Reeves at 6'5"
and Scott Parsons at 6'4". Both
lettered last year and both are
fine jumpers and are expected to
control the boards for the Trojans. Playing his fourth year for
Taylor is Gary Rickner, one of
the best hustlers on the team, and
considered one of the best defensive players in the conference.
Merrill Skinner has been sixth
man for two years and is considered as good as any of the
starters by Coach Odle and probably again will fill in as one of
the Trojan's most consistent play-

ers. Two other lettermen, Tim
Rietdorf and Dana Cone a 6'3"
forward, will comprise the eight
returning lettermen. A transfer
from Murray State, Randy Aaibregtse, will be bidding for a
starting position along with two
boys from last year's "B" team,
Jim Arvin and Jim Brown.
Joe Manifold, a 6'4" freshman
from Pennville, is showing rapid
improvement in practice and
might be playing some varsity
ball his first year. Three other
guards who look outstanding are

Donkey Ball, billed as the
craziest, sport comes to
Maytag Friday, Nov. 20 This
ball game, played from the backs
trained donkeys, will pair
0f
Club against the faculty,
For the game the PEMM Club
has obtained the service of the
nationally known Buckeye Donkey Ball Company of Columbus,
Ohio.
The student team will consist
of
Paul Richards ('73), Denny
McBrier ('73), Dana Sorenson
(>73^ Rick Garton ' ('72), Tony
Proto ('73), Mike McQuinley ('72),
Jay Hooper ('71), Ed Mehlberg,
(>72), Doug Whitaker ('71)„ and
jjm Messner ('71).
The faculty players will be
Dean Gordon Zimmerman, Coach
Richard Gates, Coach Nelson
Gould, Coach Jack King, Coach
George Glass, Dr. George Haines,
world's

pemm

BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
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The Trojan cross-country team
won their fifth consecutive HCC
championship Saturday, Nov. 7
at Earlham College. The Trojan
harriers captured seven out of
the top nine places for a new
conference record score of 17.
The previous record score of 18,
set in 1968, was also held by
Taylor.
Manchester College, the closest
contender for first place, settled
for second with 61 points. Third
place went to Hanover College,
who totaled a score of 74. Earl
ham took the fourth spot with
106 and Anderson took fifth place
with a score of 129.

Pemm Club faces faculty
in donkey-ball contest

1970-71

Nov.
21 Alumni
24-28 Turkey Tourney
Dec.
1 Wheaton
4-5 Taylor Tourney
8 Wabash
12 Franklin
29 West Georgia
30 Columbia Col., Ga.
Jan.
2 Florida Presb. Col.
4 Troy State
8 Trinity
9 St. Francis

Tom Holmes from the local
Eastbrook High School, Steve
Zurcher from Wawasee and
Wayne Bocken from Hammond,
Todd Bynum from Portland and
Dave Holloway from Hartford
City round out this year's varsity
candidates. The only loss from
last year's team was 6'4" Roger
Schnepp who was leading rebounder for the past two years,
all-conference center, and Taylor's most valuable player last
year,
cont. on p. 7

12 Marian
16 Indiana Central
19 Earlham
23 Hanover
26 Anderson
30 Manchester
Feb.
2 Franklin
5 Oakland
9 Earlham
13 Indiana Central
16 Anderson
20 Hanover
23 Manchester
Coach: Don J. Odle
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Prof. Joe Burnworth, Dr. Stan
Burden, Dr. Tim Burkholder, and
Prof. Ray Bullock.
Tickets are now on sale and
can be purchased at the dining
hall during meals. Ticket prices
are $1 for general admission and
$.50 for children 12 and under.

Ralph Foote ('71), taking ad
vantage of the excellent weather,
captured first place, covering
the four mile course in 20:17, a
new
record
smashing the old
course record by 30 seconds. Second place went to Brad Ludwick
('72), who finished the course in
20:59. Taylor Oliver ('74), the
team's top frosh, took third place,
running the four miles in 21:32.
Ron Dubach ('71) took fifth

place, behind Gregg of Man
chester, in 21:45, while John
Nevius ('73) followed close be
hind in the sixth spot with a time
of 21:47. Stephen, Earlham's first
finisher, managed to take the
seventh spot in 22:02, nine sec
onds ahead of Taylor's Carl
Tichenor ('72) who took eighth
place in 22:11. Brad Shrock ('74)
finished Taylor's scoring, cap
turing ninth place with a time of
22:14.
The Trojans end their season
in Liberty, Missouri on Nov. 21st,
at 10:00 a.m., when they compete
in the NAIA nationals. This
meet, to be run on the William
Jewel College golf course, will
see Taylor's Ralph Foote try for
his second consecutive champion
ship.
Foote will be trying to lead the
Trojans to a place higher than
the eighth place which they took
last year. But anything can hap
pen in this meet, as Foote, as well
as the rest of the team, have not
seen many of the top NAIA teams
in the nation run this year.

One college does more
than broaden horizons.lt
sails to them, and beyond.
Now there's a way for you to
know the world around you
first-hand. A way to see the
things you've read
about, and study
as you go. The
way is a college
that uses the
Parthenon as a
classroom for
a lecture on Greece, and illustrates
Hong Kong's floating societies
with a ride on a harbor sampan.
Chapman College's World
Campus Afloat enrol Is two groups
of 500 students every year and
opens up the world for them. Your
campus isthes.s. Ryndam,
equipped with modern educational
facilities and a fine faculty. You
have a complete study curriculum
as you go. And earn a fullyaccredited semester whileat sea.
Chapman College is now
accepting enrollments for Spring

and Fall '71 semesters. Spring
semesterscircletheworld from
LosAngeles, stopping in Asiaand
Africa and ending in New York.
Fall semesters depart New York
for port stops in Europe, Africa
and Latin America, ending in
Los Angeles.
The world is there. The way to
show itto inquiring minds isthere.
And financial aid programs are
there, too. Send for our catalog
with the coupon below,
s.s. Ryndam is of Netherlands
registry.

BBBIB WORLD CAMPUS AFLOAT
U®®? Director of Student Selection Services
Chapman College, Orange, Calif. 92666
Please send information about your program :

Mr.

Restaurant
1226 North Walnut

Hartford City

I a m i n t e r e s t e d in • Fall

Miss
Mrs.
First

Student's Name

Initial

N a m e of S c h o o l

Parent's Name
Street

Campus Address

State

City
Campus Phone (

Zip

_L

Area Code

348-0040

Y e a r in S c h o o l

Spring • 19_

• I w o u l d like t o t a l k t o a r e p r e s e n t a t i v e of WORLD
CAMPUS AFLOAT

Approx. G P A o n 4 . 0 S c a l e

Home Address
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State
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